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Star Army Undershirt, Long Sleeved

A cold weather version of the Star Army Undershirt. This shirt is also a popular undershirt in facilities that
run cold.

An undershirt in Regal Blue and in White

Long sleeved undershirts generally cost 3 KS and are available from any Star Army Clothing Store or Star
Army Surplus Store.

History

The base design of a long sleeve t-shirt has existed since humans were first muddling through the early
days of atmospheric flight. This however is not enough to stop agencies such as Star Army Logistics
Materiel Acquisitions Division from conducting an entire study to acquire the best t-shirt for the price and
production rate. On special request from various arctic and desert warfare units and training centers, the
long sleeve shirt was to be made from a breathable wool instead of the synthetic cotton of the standard
short sleeve shirt. Compared to the synthetic cotton shirt, a wool shirt would help much more with
temperature regulation, even when wet.

Design

The long sleeved undershirt is a simple design utilizing fabric spun from the wool of mass cloned 
Merino-like sheep. The shirt is incredibly light and comfortable, however they do not stand up to frequent
abrasions well and require hang drying. Because of this, some soldiers prefer to combine the classic Star
Army Undershirt with Star Army Thermal Undergarments
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Colors

Thermal undergarments are issued in colors that can be worn with a variety of SAoY uniforms.

Color Color Name Hex
Star Army Regal Blue #223460 Primary issued color

Black #000000 Second most common color

White #FFFFFF Exercise uniform

Star Army Cadet Blue #AEB6CA often worn in place of tights

Nataria Green #373D2C Field uniform

Olive Drab #A0906E Field uniform

Usage

The long sleeved undershirt can be used in place of the traditional short sleeve variants in almost every
uniform depending on the color. Long sleeved t-shirts cannot be worn under short sleeve uniforms
however. Many Star Army long sleeved undershirts bear the Star Army Hinomaru. Some ships, units, or
training programs allow soldiers to wear shirts with approved moral patches, unit insignia,
commemorative decals, or other approved symbols. Symbols that are deemed unbecoming of a Star
Army soldier however are banned for use in combination with other Star Army uniform items.

The wool long sleeved undershirt can be washed on normal settings, but must be hang dried to avoid
shrinkage.

OOC Notes

Locked 0ut created this article on 2022/12/11 15:46.
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